Year 4 Maths

Bubble Sums!

The following activity will put your mental maths skills to the test!
Draw lines from the sums in the big bubbles to their answers in the smaller bubbles. You should only use each
answer once.
Good luck!

98

7 x 8 =

72 ÷ 9 =
8

211 - 12 =

15 x 3 =

199

4
35 + 63 =

4 x 12 =
34

9 x 6 =

48

42 - 38 =

110

56

17 x 2 =

45

59 + 51=
54
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Year 4 Maths

A 'little bit of everything' 10 minute test!

Answer the following questions by writing your answer in the space provided.
You have 10 minutes to complete these questions.

1.

Kamran is due to meet a friend at a restaurant at 6pm. It takes him 6 minutes to walk to the bus stop. From
there he needs to catch a bus, which takes 7 minutes, and will drop him oﬀ outside the restaurant. Kamran
arrives at the restaurant 10 minutes late. What time did he leave his house?
__________ pm

2.

Gillian wants to place a fence around the entire perimeter of her rectangular garden. If her garden is 12m
long and 6m wide, how many metres of fencing will she need?
__________ children

3.

To make 4 cupcakes, you need 200g of sugar. How many grams of sugar do you need to make 1 cupcake?
__________ g

4.

Look at the shape on the right. What kind of triangle is it?
____________________

5.

Jack has 2 more sweets than Rachel. Jennifer has 12 sweets, which is 3 times as many as Rachel. How many
sweets does Jack have?
_________ sweets

6.

Work out 627 - 314
__________

7.

How many sides does a pentagon have?
__________ sides

8.

What is the 7th multiple of 4?
__________

9.

Which of the following is a prime number? Circle the answer.

8

14

5

27

10.

Tess thinks of a number, doubles it, then multiplies it by 8. Her answer is 64. What was her original number?
__________
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Year 4 English

Types of Noun

Nouns are naming words. Usually they are objects, or 'things'. However, did you know that there
are four diﬀerent types of noun? Look below see what they are.
Common Nouns

- so called because they are just that... common!

Common nouns are the names we give to everyday objects we can see all around us, and are
usually always things we can see or touch.
Examples could be banana, ship, coﬀee, shirt, girl.
Quick Activity!

In the box below, write down as many common nouns as you can think of that begin with the letter
's'.

Proper Nouns

- 'proper' enough to begin with a capital letter.

We can spot proper nouns easily because they all begin with a capital letter. This is because they
are the 'proper' names for things such as cities, countries, people and days of the week.
Examples could be Paris, New Zealand, Queen Elizabeth, Saturday.
Quick Activity!

Answer the questions to name the proper nouns below.
1. The capital city of Italy:
2. The fourth day of the week:
3. The name of your favourite actor/singer:
Collective Nouns

- collections of things all together!

Collective nouns are what we call the names for groups of things.
Examples could be crowd, bunch, swarm, herd.
Quick Activity!

List the collective noun for a group of...
Wolves:

Fish:

Flowers:
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Types of Noun Continued

Collective Nouns (Continued)
Quick Activity!

Some collective nouns are really funny or interesting. See if you can match the things on the left to
their collective nouns on the right.

Abstract Nouns

Noun

Collective Noun

crows

caravan

leopards

wisdom

monkeys

murder

camels

leap

owls

barrel

- you can't see or touch it, but it's still a thing...

Abstract nouns are the trickiest ones to spot! They are still 'things', but they're things we can't
necessarily see, hear or touch. They have more to do with ideas or emotions (feelings) than they
have to do with actual objects.
Examples could be wish, joy, dream or belief.
Quick Activity!

Draw a circle around the abstract nouns below.
Love

Pineapple
Bravery

Beauty
Beach

Misery
Anxiety

Aeroplane

Quick Activity!

Try to write a paragraph in the space below that contains at least 3 abstract nouns. See if you can think of
any that are diﬀerent to the ones listed above!
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Maths Answers

English Answers

Bubble Sums!

Types of Noun

7 x 8 = 56, 72 ÷ 9 = 8, 211 - 12 = 199, 15 x 3 = 45, 35
+ 63 = 98, 9 x 6 = 54, 4 x 12 = 48, 42 - 38 = 4, 17 x 2 =
34, 59 + 51 = 110

Common Nouns

A 'little bit of everything' 10 minute

Mark accordingly (must be common nouns beginning
with the letter 's'. Examples: snake, sand, seat, shop).

1. 5.57pm, 2. 36m, 3. 50g, 4. Isosceles, 5. 6 sweets, 6.
313, 7. 5 sides, 8. 28, 9. 5, 10. 4

Proper Nouns

test

Quick Activity

Quick Activity
1.
2.
3.

Rome
Thursday
Mark accordingly

Collective Nouns
Quick Activity
Wolves = pack, Fish = shoal/school, Flowers = bunch,
Ants = colony
Collective Nouns (Continued)
Quick Activity
Crows = murder, Leopards = leap, Monkeys = barrel,
Camels = caravan, Owls = wisdom
Abstract Nouns
Quick Activity 1
Love, Bravery, Beauty, Anxiety, Misery
Quick Activity 2
Mark accordingly. Paragraph must contain at least 3
abstract nouns.

